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Let X be a Banach space and B,(X) the unit ball of X. A point x of B,(X) is 
called an exposed point if there exists f E X* such that /I f I/ =f(x) = 1 and f(r) < 1 
for all J? # x in B,(X). It is called smooth, if there exists a unique fe X* such that 
(1 f/I =f(x) = I. The object of this paper is to study the exposed and smooth points 
of B1(L(lp)) and B,(K(IP)), where Q/P) is the space of bounded linear operators 
on IP, 1 <p< m, and K(IP) is the class of compact operators in L(IP). Indeed, we 
characterize smooth points and exposed points of B,(L(Ip)) and B,(K(P)) for 
1 <p< to. Further, if 1 <p#2 < co we show that not every extreme point of 
B,(L(I”)) is exposed. We also characterize the exposed points of B, (,!,(I’, Ip)), 
1 <pi m. (” 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let X be a real Banach space and Bi (X) the closed unit ball of X. An 
element x E B, (X) is called an exposed point if there exists f~ X*, the dual 
of X, such that f(x) = I( x II = II f I( and f(y) <f(x) for all y z x in B, (X). 
The point x is called smooth if there is only one f E X* such that 1) f/l = 1 
andfb)= /Ixll. 
The classes of exposed points, smooth points, and extreme points, have 
proven to be important tools in the study of the geometry of Banach 
spaces. In [7], Holub studied the smooth points of the space K(Z’), the 
compact operators on Z2. In [2], Grazaslewicz studied the exposed points 
of L(Z*), the space of bounded linear operators on 12. 
In this paper we study smooth points’ of K(Zp), and L(ZJ’), 1 <p < co, and 
the exposed points of L(Zp, Zy), for some 1 <p, q < co. Indeed, we give full 
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characterization of smooth points and exposed points of K(ZP) and L(lp), 
1 <p < cc, and of exposed points of L(Z’, ZP). Further, we prove that not 
every extreme point of B,(L(P’)) is exposed, p ~2, contrary to the case 
of p = 2, where every extreme point is exposed. Some other results are 
presented. 
Throughout this paper, if X is a Banach space, X* denotes the dual of 
X. For p E [l, co], p* denotes the number for which l/p + l/p* = 1. The 
completed injective t nsor product of Zp with l4 is denoted by I* 6 ly, while 
lp 6 Zy denotes the projective t nsor product of lp with Zq. We refer to [ 1 ] 
for basic facts on projective and injective t nsor products of Banach spaces. 
We set 6, = (0, 0, . . . . 0, LO, . ...) where one appears in the nth coordinate. 
The sequence (6,) is the natural basis for lp, 1 <p < co. 
I. SMOOTH POINTS FOR K(Zp) 
Let lp be the real Banach space of p-summable sequences, 1<p 6 co. We 
set L(Zp, Zq) to denote the space of bounded linear operators from lp into 
19 The compact elements in L(lp, lq) are denoted by K(Zp, I”). In this 
section we characterize the smooth points of B, (K(lp)) for 1 <p < 00. For 
p = 2, this is due to Holub [7]. The proof in [7] depends on the geometry 
of the Hilbert space I*, which does not work for p # 2. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let TE K(lp), 1 <p< GO, 11 Tj/ = 1. Then thefollowing are 
equivalent: 
(i) T is smooth. 
(ii) rf 1) TX, 1) = )I TX, (1 = 1, then x, = fx,. 
Proof (i) -+ (ii). Let (I T.xl 11 = 1) TX, )I = 1. Then by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem there exists y,, y, E lp*, 11 y, 1) = (I yz (I = 1, such that (TX,, y, ) = 
(TX*, y2) = 1. Thus x, @y, and x,@y, are two linear functionals on 
Nl’), II XI 0~1 II = II x2 0~2 II = 1, and (x, Oyl, T) = (x,Oy,, T) = 1. 
By (i) we have x1 @vi = x2@y2, and (ii) follows. 
(ii)+(i). Let T satisfy (ii). It is well known that K(lp) = lp* @ Zp. 
Further, since Zp has the approximation property and the Radon-Nikodym 
property, we have (K(Zp))* = (Zp’ & lp)* = Zp 6 1”‘. Further it is a known 
result [S] that 
(L(lp))* = zp @ zp* 0 w, 
where W= {FE (L(Zp))* :I;(A) =0 for all A E K(Zp)}, and if BE (L(lp))* is 
such that B=B,+B2, then JIBJJ=I(B,I(+(/B,I(. 
Now, we set 
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By the Hahn-Banach theorem, S(T) # 0. Since K(1”) c L(lp) and the 
inclusion is an isometry, we can consider T as a linear functional on 
lp & Zp*, noting that (1” 6 lp*)* = L(lp). Hence S(T) is an extremal subset 
of B,(IP@/IP*), in the sense that if tx+(l-t)yeS(T), O<t<l, then 
x, y E S(T) [ 131. We claim that S(T) is a w*-closed subset in Ip @ Ip’ = 
(K(lp))*. Indeed: Let A be a w*-limit point of S(T), and consider the 
sequence of neighborhoods N,(A, T, l/n) = {BE Ip @ Ip* : j (A - B, T)( 
<l/n}. Choose B,eN,nS(T). Then (A,T)=lim(B,,T)=l. Since 
S(T) c B, (I” 6 lp*), a w*-closed set, we get that A E S(T). Hence S(T) is 
a compact set in the w*-topology of lp @ fp* = (K(IP))*. 
Since S(T) is convex, it follows from the Krein-Milman theorem that 
S(T) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. But by Proposi- 
tion 11.1.2 of [13], Ext (S(T))cExt(B,(lP @ I”‘)). However, the extreme 
points of B, (fp @fp*) are just the atoms u @ u, I( u/I = (1 u/( = 1 [lS]. Hence, 
S(T) can’t contain more than one extreme point. For if u1 @ u, and u2 @ u2 
are two extreme points in S(T), then (T, u1 0 u, ) = (T, u2@ u2) = 1, 
implying II Tu, )( = II Tu2jI = 1, and hence that U, = +u2 by (ii). By the 
uniform convexity of IP-spaces for 1 <p < rj, we get u, = + u2. Hence 
S(T)= {u@u}, and Tis smooth. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.2 (Holub [4]). An operator TE B,(K(12)) is smooth [j” 
andonl~ifI(Tx,)(=IITx,I(=l impliesx,=fx,. 
II. SMOOTH POINTS OF B,(L(IP)) 
In this section we study the smooth points of B, (L(Zp)), 1<p < CO. For 
TE L(Ip), we set 
d(T,K(ZP))=inf{IIT-A/I :AeK(IP)}. 
Since lp is reflexive, we get d(T, K(fP)) = d( T*, K(lp* )). Now, we state and 
prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let TEL(~~), 1 <p-c 00, and 11 T(I = 1. Thefollowing are 
eguiualen t: 
(i) T is smooth 
(ii) d( T, K(lp)) < 1 and if I( TX, I/ = (I TX, II = 1 for x1, x2 E B, (Zp) then 
XI = +x2. 
Proof. (ii) -+ (i). Let S(T) = (FE (L(lp))* : F(T) = 1) FII = 1 }. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, S(T) # 0. By the same reasoning as in 
Theorem 1.1, we get S(T) is a w*-closed set in B, ((Lop))*). 
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Now, it is well known that K(Ip) is an M-ideal of L(Zp) [S]. That is, 
(L(P))* = ip G If* @ K(Py, 
where K(IP)’ = (I;E Lop)* : F(A) = 0 for all A E K(Ip)}, and if F= FI + F2 
is the unique decomposition of F in (L(Ip))*, then (I ;([ = I( F, I( + (1 F2 I(. 
Let FE S(T) and F = FI + Fz the associated decomposition of F. Then 
F(T)=F,(T)+F,(T)= 1. 
Since II F (I= 1, we get I F1 (T)( + [ F2 (T)( = 1 and hence F, (T) and Fz (T) 
are both positive. IfF2 # 0, then 
Since d(T, K(Z”)) < 1 and (L(Ip)/K(Ip))* = K(ZP)‘, we get J(T) < 1 for all 
JE B1(K(P’)‘)). H ence ~=~~~~~Il~~Il~~~lll~,II~~~~+Il~~ll lITI< a 
contradiction. Hence F2 = 0, and S(T) c lp @ fp*. Being a w*-closed set in 
B,((L(ZP))*), S(T) is a w*-compact set, and hence by the Krein-Milman 
theorem it is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. Again by 
Proposition11.1.2 of[13] and [15], we get that S(T) is the span of a set 
of atoms in lp 6 lp*. By the assumption on T, S(T) can contain only one 
atom u @ u, where (1 uI( = (I uI( = 1. Thus u @ u is the unique linear functional 
in lp @I Ip* c (L(lp))* such that (u@u)(T)=(Tu,u)=l. Hence T is 
smooth. 
(i) -+ (ii). If T is smooth, then as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
((i) + (ii)), ifT attains its norm it attains it on a one dimensional subspace 
of IP, and the condition “I( TX, (I = I/ TxzjI implies x1 = +-x,, for 
x1, x2 E B, (Ip)” is satisfied. 
Now, if possible assume that d(T, K(IP)) = 1, let (6,) be the natural basis 
for Ip, and Q, = Span {S,, 6,,+, . . . . }. Then there exists JE L(lp)*, 
JE K(IP)‘, and J(T) = 1, since d(T, K(IP)) = 1, noting that (L(Ip)/K(lp))* = 
K(P)‘. Let T,, = TQ,, so J(T)=J(T,,) for all n. Since [(Jjl = 1, and 
)I T,, I( = )I TQ, I/ ,< 1, we have 11 T,, 11 = 1 for all n. This enables one to 
construct a sequence {xn 1 in lp such that I( x,1( -+ 1, (I TX, I( -+ 1, and the 
members of the set {xn 1 have disjoint supports. With no loss of generality 
we can assume that U, supp(x,) = N= set of natural numbers. 
For each n, let E,,, En2 be contained in supp(Tx,) such that: 
0) E,1nEn2=(2( 
(ii) E,, u E,, = supp( TX,) 
(iii) lim, II %% ) TX, II = lim, II W,, 1 TX, II, 
where P(Eni) is the projection on span (Eni}, i= 1, 2. 
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Let B,l, Bn2 be two sets in the support of x, such that 
(i 1 RI u Bn2 = supp(x,) 
(ii) Bnl A Bn2 = 0 
(iii) TP(B,i) x, = P(E,,) TX,. 
Set x,; = P(B,,) x,. Then lb, I( TX,, (1 = lim, UTx,, (I. Let B, = U,y=, B,,, 
i = 1,2. Then B, n B, = 0 and B, u B2 = N. Define the operators 
T,= c 6,@T6, and TZ= c 6,073,. 
Then T = T, -t T2. Further, 
lI~~,IIP=Il~,~,,llP+lI~z~,zIIP 
P 
= II X,I II ’ + II x,*2 II ’ 
P 
-iI . 
Since lim (/ TX, /( = lim 11 x, /I = 1, we get lim, (I T, z, (1 = lim (I T, w,, /( = 1, 
where z, = x,~/II xnl II and w, = xn2/I/ xn2 Il. Thus II T, II = II T2 II = 1. 
Now, J(T) = J( T, ) + J( T2), and so either J( T, ) # 0 or J( T2) # 0. But if 
[T,]={IT,:AER} and [TI]={iTz:l~R}, then d(T,[T,])=l and 
d(T, CT,]) = 1. By Theorem 1.1 in [18], there exists J,, Jz EL(~~)* such 
that /I J1ll = (I J,(I = 1, J,(T1)=J2(T2)=0, and J1(T)=J2(T)= 1. Hence 
either J # J, or J # J2. Consequently, we have two distinct functionals of
unit norms in (L(P))* that attain their norms on T, and so T is not 
smooth, a contradiction. Hence d( T, K(P’)) < 1. Q.E.D. 
Let c,, be the space of real sequences vanishing at infinity, and c0 6 I’ 
the injective t nsor product of c0 with I’. One can consider c0 66 I’ as a 
subspace of L(P). But L(I’) = (1’ 6 co)* = (I’(c,))* = P(1’). 
Hence every element TE c0 6 I’ has a representation T= (,f,), ,Jz E I’. 
and IITII =sup IIfnII. 
Now we prove 
THEOREM 2.2. Let TECH &I I’, T= (fn), and II T\I = 1. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) T is smooth 
(ii) for every n, f,,/ll fn )I is a smooth point in 1’ 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let T be smooth in c0 6 I’. If possible assume that 
there exists n, such that f,,/II f,,,II isnot smooth in 1’. Thus there exists 
g, h E (I’)* = 1” such that, g f h, II gll = II hII = 1, and (fno, g> = (fn,, h) = 
II fn, II .
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Now, since I’ has the Radon-Nikodym property, we have (cO 6 I’)* =
1’ @ 1” = E’(P). Hence every linear functional F on c,, 6 1’ has a 
representation F= (g, ), g, E I”, and (I FI( = C,“= I 1) g, (I. Further F(T) = 
cn”= 1 Cf.,, g,> = C,“=, U.fn~ A >, where 4 = II g, II and 2, =gn/ll g, Il. 
Now, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is an FE (cO 6 I’)* such that 
(I F/J = F( T) = 1. Hence C,“= i A,(f,, 2,) = 1. Since C,“= I 1, = 1, we get 
(f,, gn ) = 1 for all n. However, )I g, 1) = 1 and )I f, /I 6 1. Consequently 
)I f, I( = 1 for all n. 
Consider the linear functionals 
FI = (8,) g, > . ..y gm-, 3 &,g, g,,+, 3--.y 1 
F, = k,, g,, .-.y g,,-,> &,h, g,,,,, ....I. 
Clearly II 4 II = IL+ I( g, I( + 1, I( g II = C,“=, A, = 1. Similarly for F2. 
Since g # h, we have F, # F2. Further 
F,(T)= c AAfnLJ+Lz,,(fno,~) 
n # no 
=f, A,= 1. 
Similarly, F2(T) = 1. This contradicts the assumption that T is smooth. 
Hencef,/l( fn II must be smooth for all n. 
(ii)+(i). Let T=(~,)Ec~ 6 I’ and sup /I f,,II = /T\/ =I. If F=(g,) 
is any linear functional on cO @ I’ such that 11 F/I = F(T) = 1, then, using 
the same argument in (i) --f (ii) we get ( fn, 2,) = 1 for all n. If H is any 
other linear functional on cO 6 I’, such that 1) HJI = H(T) = 1 and H= (h,), 
we get ( fn, &, ) = 1 for all n. Since H # F, there is at least one n, such that 
A,,, f g,,. If this is the case, then < f,,, S, > = (fn,,, Ano> = 1, and fi,/II fno II 
is not smooth. This contradicts (ii). Hence F= H, and T is smooth. Q.E.D. 
III. EXPOSED POINTS IN B,(L(P, P)) 
We recall that a point XE B, (X) is an exposed point if there exists an 
f~B,(X*)suchthatf(x)=((x(Iandf(y)<I(yI(forally~B,(X),x#y.In 
[2], Grazaslewicz characterized the exposed points of B, (L(/*)) and 
showed that the exposed points and the extreme points of B, (L(l*)) are the 
same. In this section we characterize the exposed points of B, (L(P)), 
1 <p < co. Further, we show that B, (K(IP)) doesn’t have any exposed 
points. We also characerize exposed points of B1 (,!,(I’, P)), 1 <p < co. 
THEOREM 3.1. If 1 <p < co, and TE B, (L(l’, Ip)), then T is an extreme 
point if and only if T is exposed. 
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Proof. (ii) -+ (i) is clear. For (i) + (ii), we consider two cases. 
Case 1. 1 <p < co. Let T be an extreme point of B, (L(f’, F’)). Now 
L(Z’, 1q = (I’ 6 1p*)* 
= (1’(F))* 
= l”(P). 
Let f= (f(n)) represent T in I”(P). Then T is extreme iff(n) is extreme in 
B, (IP) for all n. For if f(n) is not extreme for some n,, then we have 
f(no) = (1/2)(P + Q), for some P, Q E lp and II P II = I/ Q (I = 1. Consequently 
.f= (W)(g + A), where g = <fc,,,f,,,, ..Jcno- I), P,fc,,,+ I), .-,) 6W1p), h = 
(.f,l,J”,2,y ...~f~no-,)~ QJ, , 1)2 . ..) E l”(lp) and II gII < 1 and II hII < 1 and f 
is not extreme. Since lp for 1 <p < cc is uniformly convex, then there 
is a unique g(n)E B,(lP*) such that (g(n),f(n)) = 1 f(n)l. Consider 
g= (&g(n)), where Z A,,= 1, A,&0 for all n. Then ge f’(P*)c (P(P))*. 
Define 
G: L(I’, lp) -+ R 
G(A)= f 4,(g(n), h(n))> 
n=l 
where h = (h(n)) represents A in Z”(Ip). By the construction of g(n), we 
have G(T) = 1. 
Let SE L(1’, lp) such that 11 SI( = 1 and (G, S) = 1. Then if (w(n)) 
represents S, we get 
c k(g(n), w(n)> = 1. 
Since 2 A, = 1, and A,, 3 0, we get (g(n), w(n), w(n)) = 1 for all n. Butf(n) 
is the unique element in lp for which (g(n), f(n)) = 1. Hence w(n) =f(n) 
for all n, and S= T. Consequently, T is exposed. 
Case 2. cet T be an extreme point of L(I’). Iff= (f(n)) represents T 
in P(P), thenf(n) = *hi,, for some element 6, of the natural basis of I’. 
Let (A,) E /‘, A, > 0, and CA, = 1. Define 
G: I,(/‘) -+R, 
G(S) = %zU(n)> w(n)>> 
where w = (w,) represents S in f”(P), noting that each f(n) can be 
considered as an element of I” and (I f(n)11 = 1. 
Let I(SJI = 1, and G(S)= 1. Then (f(n), w(n)) = 1 for all n. Since 
f(n) = +6,, then w(n) =f(n), and S = T. Hence T is exposed. Q.E.D. 
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Hennefeld [6] showed that B, (K(P’)), p # 2, is the closed convex hull of 
its extreme points, contrary to the case p = 2, in which B, (K(Z*)) has no 
extreme points. As for exposed points we have the following results. 
THEOREM 3.2. B, (K(Zp)) has no exposed points fir 1 <p < 00. 
ProoJ: Let TEK(I~) such that 1) TI( = 1. Then T=C,“_ 1 6,@y, 
in the sense TX = x,2 i (Sj, x) yi for each XE Ip, and )/ Tl] = 
suPIIpII.1 cc,“=1 I (Yi,Y*w*ll’p*. This is a result due to Grothendieck 
[4, pp. 86-881. Let A = {i: yi #O}. For Es A, let TE= CisE hi@ yi. Then 
IITJ<IJTII and [IT-T,II<(IT,II. Further if E,sE,c ... cE,cand 
Uy=, Ei = A, then the compactness of T implies that lim, _ co 1) T- TE, 1) 
= 0. 
Now, let f E (K(P))*, (If I( = 1, and f(T) = 1. By a result of James 
[9, Theorem 2.11, we get T is orthogonal to G= (,SEK(P):~(S) =O), in 
the sense 1) T )I < )I T + ;IS 1) for all A E R and all S E K(Ip). Since the kernal 
of a bounded linear functional is one-codimensional and T# G, we get 
K(Ip) = GO CT], where [T] is the one-dimensional subspace generated 
by T [12]. 
If T,EG for some iEA, then f(T-T,)=f(T)-f(T,)=f(T)= 1. 
Since I( T- TE, 11 d 1, then T can’t be exposed. 
Let TE, $ G for all i E A. Since G is the kernal off and f attains its norm 
at T, then by Theorem 1 in [16], G is proximal in the sense that for each 
S$ G there exists SE G such that 
II s = 3 II G II s - g II 
for all ge G. Hence for each T, there exists gE,E G such that 1) TE, -g, )I <
)I TE, - g 11 for all g E G. By Theorem 1.1 of Singer [ 183, for each i E A, there 
exists fi E (K(Zp))* such that /lJ;.II = 1, Ji(g)=O for all geG and 
fi( TE,) = I( TE, - g, [I. Since ker(fi) = ker(f), then [ 121 for each i E A, there 
exists li E R such that h = n,f: But /I fi )I = 1) f 1) = 1. Hence li E { 1, - 1 }. If 
li = 1 for some i E A, thenf;. =fandf( T) = 1) T/J, f( TE, -g&) = (1 TE, -g& I(. 
Hence f(T) =f( ( TE, - gE,)/(( TEf -g, I( )= 1, and T is not exposed. 
Finally, assume li = - 1 for all i E A. Then f. = -f: Then 
~(TE,)= -fi(TE,) 
= - 11 TE, - gE, iI < 0. 
But, as pointed out before, 1) T, - T I/ + 0. Hence f(T) = lim, f( TE,) < 0, 
which contradicts the assumption f(T) = 1. Consequently, T can’t be 
exposed. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
To state the next theorem, we need to state some results on extreme 
points of B1 (L(P’)). 
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For p = 2, Kadison [lo] proved that the extreme points of B, (L(12)) are 
those operators of the form T= Cp”=, ei@fi, where (e,) and (fi) are 
orthonormal sets in 12, at least one of them is a basis. For p # 2 and 
1 <p < co, the situation is different. I  is still an open (difficult) problem to 
characterize the extremes points of B, (L(IP)), 1 <p # 2 < cio. Many suf- 
ficient conditions for an operator TL(lp) to be an extreme contraction were 
given by many authors [3, 8, 111. We need to state the following result 
from [ll]. 
LEMMA I. Let A be any subset of N and T= CiE A ~5~0 yi, y,#O, for all 
ieA. Let I( yill=l for aN icA and UItAsupp(yj)=N. [f supp(y,)n 
supp(y,)=@ for i#j, then T is an extreme operator c$ B,(L(IP)). 
l<p<co. 
A consequence of Lemma I is the fact that B, (L(P’)), 2 <p < co, has 
compact extreme operators. Indeed every operator of the form 
ai@ y, /I y)) = 1, and supp(y)= N is an extreme operator in B,(L(lP)). But 
duality implies B, (L(P’)) 1 <p < 2 has compact extreme points. 
In [2], Grazaslewicz proved that for p = 2, extreme points of B, (L(f’)) 
are exposed. Theorem 3.1 of this paper shows that this holds true for p = 1. 
This is not the case for I <p < cc as the following main corollary of 
Theorem 3.2 shows. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Not every extreme point qf B, (L(P’)), 1 <p < a3, is 
exposed. 
Proof: Let T be a compact extreme element of B, (L(Q). By the result 
of Hennefeld [S], (L(lp))* = Zp 6 lp‘ 0 K’. Hence if f6 (L(Ip))*, 11 f I( = 1, 
and f(T) = 1, then f~l’ 8 lp*. But P 6 lp* = [K(f”)]*. Hence by 
Theorem 3.2 there exists SE K(IP), (I S II = 1, and f(S) = 1. Since S f L(lp), 
11 S jJ = 1, T is not exposed. 
However, we have the following main result on exposed points of 
B, (LOP)), 1 <p < co. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let TE L(fp), 1) TJJ = 1. Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) T is exposed 
(ii) /I Tui(I = 1 for every U;E {u,, z.+, .. . . u,, . . . . }, a normalized basis of 
lp or /( T* v, (I = 1 for every vi E {vl, v2, va, . . . . v, ... ), a normalized basis 
of IP’. 
Proqf. (ii) + (i). For each i, let u* be the unique element in B, (1”‘) 
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such that (Tu,, UT ) = (1 Tui[( = 1. Let Cp”=r ti= 1, O< tic 1, and consider 
the operator 
A= f t,u,Qu). 
i=l 
Then A E (L(lp))*. Further 
(A, T)= f ii(Tui, uF> 
Since II A II <C ti II ui II I UT II = 1, we get 1) A 1) = 1. Now, let SE L(Zp), 
1) S I( = 1. Then 
(A, S) = f ti(Sui, u)). 
i= 1 
If (A, S) = 1, then (Sk,, u: ) = 1 for all i. By the uniform convexity of P, 
1 <p < co, we get Su,= Tu, for all i. Since (ui) is a basis for Ip, we get 
S = T, and T is exposed. 
(i) + (ii). Let T be exposed, and fEL(P')* such that )I f 1) = 1, 
f(T)=L and f(S)<1 for all SEB~(L(I~))S#T. Then fe W= 
{ gE L(lp)*: g(T) = (1 g( = 1). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, W is a 
w*-closed subset of L(lp)* which is extremal. Hence W is the closed (w*-) 
convex hull of its extreme points. By Proposition 11.1.2 of [13], the 
extreme points of W are extreme points of B, (L(lp)*). Again, since K(IP) 
is an M-ideal of L(Ip) [S], we have L(lp)* =lp 6 Ip* +K(Zp)‘, and if 
g = g, + g, E L(Ip)*, then (1 g (( = [( g, I[ + (I g, (I. Consequently, an element 
gE B, (L(lp)*) is extreme if and only if g is either an extreme point of 
B, (K(Zp)‘) or an extreme point of B1 (1” @ Ip*). Hence, the functional f has 
the form th + (1 - t) g, where h is in the (w*-) closed convex hull of 
W, = {u@u: U@UE W} [15], and ((h/J = 1, while gEK’, 11 g/I = 1. Further 
h(t)=g(T)=l, sincef(T)=l. 
Now since T is exposed, then h # 0. Indeed, if h = 0, then f E K’, and 
f(T)=f(T-d,@TS,)=l. 
Since (1 T- 6, @ Tdl (I< 1) T )I, T is not exposed. Hence h # 0. 
Being in the (w*-) closed convex hull of W, , h = w*-lim, _ m C, ttuf: @ v:, 
where for each k we have C, tf = 1, )I ~1: 1) = II v,” )I = 1, and (Tuf:, vs> = 1. 
Let 
P(P) = {(x,) : x, E Ip and sup I( X, I( < 00 >. 
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Then it is known that P(P) is a Banach space and P(P)= [/‘(P’*)]* 
[14]. Since Z’(P) is separable, then by Helly’s Selection Theorem L-131, h
can be written in the form T=x,E, tiui@ti,, CyzL ti61, ([ui(l 61, and 
/) vi\1 < 1. Further, since 1) T(I = i, we get C,“= 1 ii= 1, 11 ui/( = 1, II vi(( = 1, and 
( Tu,, vi) = 1. Hence I( Tui!j = 1 for all i. We claim that (ui) is a basis for 
Ip, or (vi) is a basis for lp*. To see that, let [h] denote the span of h in 
lp 6 1”‘. Define S: [h] -+ R, by S(Ah) = I for all i E R. Then S is a bounded 
linear functional on [h], (/ S I( = S(h) = 1. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem S 
has an extension L? to lp 6 lp’ such that s(h) = 1) g (( = 1. Since U, 0 u, E 
lp G lp* for all i, and 3 is linear, we get s(h) =x,2, t,$ui@ vi) = 1. Hence 
S(F,@V,)= 1 for all i. But SE (I” 6 I”*)* =L(Ip). Hence $u,@u,)= 
( SU;,~U, ) = 1. Since (TM,, vi ) = 1, then the uniform convexity of 1” implies 
that Su,= Tui and s*v, = T*u, for all i. Further, since T is exposed and 
(h, 3) = 1, we get g = T. But the extension S of S need not be unique 
unless the sequence (ui) is either dense in 1” or a basis of 1” or (v,) is dense 
in Ip* or (vi) is a basis of P*. In either case T attains its norm on a basis 
or T* attains its norm on a basis. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
We have the following nice consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let TE B, (L(lp)), 1<p < xi. Jf T is an isometry or T* 
is an isometry, then T is an exposed point. 
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